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SUMMARY: This paper has two principal aims: first, to unravel some of the arguments mobilized in the controversial privatization debate, and second, to review the scale and nature of private sector provision of water and sanitation in Africa, Asia and Latin America. Despite being vigorously promoted in the policy arena and having been implemented in several countries in the South in the 1990s, privatization has achieved neither the scale nor benefits anticipated. In particular, the paper is pessimistic about the role that privatization can play in achieving the Millennium Development Goals of halving the number of people without access to water and sanitation by 2015. This is not because of some inherent contradiction between private profits and the public good, but because neither publicly nor privately operated utilities are well suited to serving the majority of low-income households with inadequate water and sanitation, and because many of the barriers to service provision in poor settlements can persist whether water and sanitation utilities are publicly or privately operated. This is not to say that well-governed localities should not choose to involve private companies in water and sanitation provision, but it does imply that there is no justification for international agencies and agreements to actively promote greater private sector participation on the grounds that it can significantly reduce deficiencies in water and sanitation services in the South.

I. INTRODUCTION

DURING THE 1990s, private sector participation was vigorously promoted on the water and sanitation policy agenda for the South as a means of achieving greater efficiency and expansion in the water and sanitation sector. It can be broadly situated within the set of “neoliberal” reforms which, in the water sector, have been driven by multilateral financial institutions with the support of bilateral development agencies, even in the face of considerable resistance.

There is general agreement that public utilities have been too slow in extending access to services and that they can be inefficient and corrupt. Increasing private sector involvement to address these problems remains very controversial, however. For many, the question of how water and sanitation should be provided goes to the heart of the appropriate role of government. Moreover, while the debate is ostensibly about matters of high public interest, what makes the conflict between privatization and its alternatives so contentious are the conflicting vested interests of the
key actors within the water sector, such as between private companies pursuing profits and public sector employees protecting their jobs. Unfortunately, the private versus public debate obscures the variety of roles private enterprises can play in water and sanitation utilities, detracts attention from problems that have nothing to do with privatization and, moreover, makes it easy to lose sight of how the process of privatization is actually unfolding.

Under the right circumstances, it may well be possible for private sector participation to improve efficiency and increase the financial resources available for improving water and sanitation services. However, it can also direct finance to urban centres and neighbourhoods that are already comparatively well served, further polarize the politics of water and sanitation (especially when prices increase) and create new regulatory problems. Much depends on the way privatization is developed and the local context.

Despite its prominence in the water sector, the scale and benefits of private sector participation remain limited. Only around 5 per cent of the world’s population is currently served by the formal private sector. During the 1990s, the level of private sector participation increased significantly in Africa, Asia and Latin America, but was concentrated in countries with larger economies and populations and higher levels of urbanization. The level of foreign private finance and investment has also been disappointing. Furthermore, problems and conflicts have arisen in a number of cases.

It should be noted at the outset that few of the people identified through the water and sanitation targets are likely to be served in the foreseeable future by the conventional water and sewerage networks operated by either private water companies or most public utilities. The recent Global Water Supply and Sanitation Assessment estimated that 1.1 billion poor people still lack reasonable access to improved drinking water supplies and 2.4 billion lack reasonable access to improved sanitation. More than 80 per cent of these “unserved” live in rural areas. As indicated in a recent UN–Habitat book (for which an earlier version of this paper was submitted as a background paper), the number of urban dwellers without adequate water and sanitation services is probably far higher than these figures imply. But even the unserved urban dwellers tend to live in the smaller, low-income towns and cities, or low-income neighbourhoods within large cities, which the large water companies have shown little interest in serving.

Following a brief note on definitions, this article reviews the polemic debate surrounding private sector participation in water and sanitation services, critically examining the common arguments mobilized for and against its implementation in the South. It then reviews the trends and issues in the development of privatization in the water and sanitation sector in Africa, Asia and Latin America, with particular attention to private provision to low-income groups. The final section brings together the key points by way of conclusion.

a. A note on definitions

The term “private sector participation” is used in the literature to cover a wide range of arrangements between a government agency and a non-public institution, but usually refers to a contractual agreement involving a public agency and a formal (often multinational) private company.
However, small-scale and/or informal operators are increasingly being recognized and described as private enterprises, as are civil society organizations where they engage in the provision of water and sanitation services, often on a small scale and to low-income settlements. These operators are very different types of organizations from large water companies and, typically, play very different roles and operate on very different principles (e.g. on a not-for-profit basis).

The term “privatization” is also widely used but can refer to two rather different things. It is sometimes used as a generic term to refer to increasing private sector involvement, but also specifically to the model of divestiture (see below).

“Public–private partnership” is a common term but is rarely explicitly defined. In the water and sanitation sector, it tends to be used to refer to contractual arrangements in which private companies assume greater responsibility and/or risk, especially through concession contracts. In such cases, the use of the term “partnership” may be meant to imply that the parties involved have mutually shared objectives and working arrangements that go beyond the fulfillment of any contractual agreement.

For the purposes of this paper, “privatization” refers to processes that increase the participation of formal private enterprises in water and sanitation provision but do not necessarily involve the transfer of assets to the private operator. References to “private sector participation” also refer to formal private enterprises operating for or with water utilities. The term “public–private partnership” is not used, on the grounds that it can imply shared objectives that do not exist. The paper focuses on private provision directly to users and less on private sector involvement in other water-related functions. Although important, small-scale and informal operators and civil society organizations are not considered to be within the private sector scope of this paper.

There are several models of private sector involvement in water and sanitation utilities, with numerous variations, depending on the legal and regulatory frameworks, the nature of the company and the type of contract. The typical forms of private sector are briefly described below, ordered in terms of the extent of private sector responsibility, as summarized in Table 1.

| Table 1: Allocation of key responsibilities for private participation options |
|----------------------------------|------------------|----------------|---------------|---------------|-------------|-------------------|
| Service contract | Management contract | Lease / affermage | Concession | BOT-type | Divestiture |
| **Asset ownership** | Public | Public | Public | Public | Private / public | Private |
| **Capital investment** | Public | Public | Public | Private | Private | Private |
| **Commercial risk** | Public | Public | Shared | Private | Private | Private |
| **Operations/ maintenance** | Private / public | Private | Private | Private | Private | Private |
| **Contract duration** | 1–2 years | 3–5 years | 8–15 years | 25–30 years | 20–30 years | Indefinite |

Service contracts are usually short-term agreements whereby a private contractor takes responsibility for a specific task, such as installing meters, repairing pipes or collecting bills for a fixed or per unit fee.

Under a management contract, the government transfers certain operation and maintenance responsibilities to a private company but retains responsibility for investment and expansion. Payment is either fixed or performance related.

Lease and affermage contracts are similar to management contracts, but the private operator takes responsibility for all operation and maintenance functions, including billing and revenue collection. In both cases, the operator collects the tariff revenue but, under an affermage, the contractor is paid an agreed-upon affermage fee for each unit of water produced and distributed; whereas under a lease, the operator pays a lease fee to the public sector and retains the remainder.

Under concession contracts, the private contractor manages the entire utility and is required to invest in the maintenance and expansion of the system at its own commercial risk. Concessions have longer terms, to allow the operator to recoup its investment and, at the end of the contract, the assets either are transferred back to the state or a further concession is granted. The role of the government is predominantly regulatory. BOT (Build–Own–Transfer) type contracts are similar to concession contracts, with the difference that the private contractor is responsible for constructing the infrastructure from scratch.\(^6\) They are usually used for “greenfield” projects, such as water purification and sewage treatment plants. The private partner then manages the infrastructure, with the government purchasing the supply. At the end of the contract, the assets either remain indefinitely with the private company or are transferred back to the government.

Under the divestiture model, the government transfers the water business, including the infrastructure, to the private company on a permanent basis through the sale of some or all of the shares in the company. This model has only been adopted in a small number of cases, such as England and Wales (full divestiture) and Chile (partial divestiture).\(^7\) In England, privatized water companies are run under strict commercial rules with tight regulation.

In addition to the above models, further options of private sector participation include joint ventures and cooperatives. A joint venture is an arrangement whereby a private company forms a company with the public sector, with the participation of private investors, which then takes a contract for utility management. Cooperatives are set up as limited companies, and domestic customers are members who elect the administrative board, although these are more common in villages and towns.

II. THE EMERGENCE OF PRIVATE SECTOR PARTICIPATION IN THE WATER SECTOR

DURING THE NINETEENTH century, water and sanitation emerged as a major public issue in the industrializing cities of Europe and North America. The first water and sanitation services were, in fact, provided by the private sector, but restricted to the wealthier social groups who were able and willing to pay for them. Although private participation was also widely debated in the nineteenth century, and the free market viewpoint was prevalent in many of the countries undergoing sanitary reform,
governments became convinced that good water and sanitation were important for both public health and national economic development. For these and other reasons, governments increasingly assumed the task of installing and managing piped water and water-borne sewerage systems, with the goal of universal provision.

During the twentieth century, these efforts were institutionalized in countries and cities around the world, and water and sewerage networks came to be managed almost exclusively by the public sector. However, provision in Africa, Asia and Latin America lagged significantly behind progress in the North. The 1980s were designated the International Drinking Water and Sanitation Decade, in an attempt to prioritize and accelerate provision throughout the South. By the end of the decade, while the targets set were still far from met, a new consensus appeared to be emerging among a number of international actors within the water sector that, despite the experiences of the previous century, private sector participation in water and sanitation could address deficiencies in water and sanitation in the South.

The move back towards private provision can be explained as a result of the shift away from statist and towards neoliberal (free market) policies in the North from the late 1970s. While statist ideology holds that society’s needs and problems are best addressed by the state through the political process, the neoliberal doctrine believes that social functions and economic development should be undertaken by business within free markets, with the state playing a facilitating and regulatory role without direct engagement. The neoliberal agenda was simultaneously adopted by the North-dominated international financial institutions (primarily the World Bank Group and the International Monetary Fund) which, using their leverage as creditors, aggressively promoted neoliberal reforms to governments of indebted low- and middle-income countries, often through structural adjustment policies that advocated the reduction of state spending and avoidance of substantial state investment.¹⁸

Neoliberal ideas had a profound influence on international development and policy debates in the water sector in the 1990s. The 1992 Dublin Principles illustrate this new perspective and apply four development dicta of the 1990s to the water sector: care for the environment, increased participation of non-governmental stakeholders, sensitivity to gender issues, and the increased role of markets. The last of these is embodied in the fourth principle:

“Water has an economic value in all its competing uses and should be recognized as an economic good. Within this principle, it is vital to recognize first the basic right of all human beings to have access to clean water and sanitation at an affordable price. Past failure to recognize the economic value of water has led to wasteful and environmentally damaging uses of the resource. Managing water as an economic good is an important way of achieving efficient and equitable use, and of encouraging conservation and protection of water resources.”¹⁹

In the wake of Dublin, many international organizations realigned their position in the water sector, and the World Bank came to play a central role in developing and promoting new approaches consistent with its interpretation of the Dublin Principles, in particular the treatment of water as an economic good. International financial institutions packaged reforms in the water sector with wider neoliberal policies, often through structural adjustment programmes. Bilateral development agencies also started to promote private sector participation in their recipient countries, including the United Kingdom Department for International Develop-
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ment (DFID) and the United States Agency for International Development (USAID). The conditions attached to multilateral development finance and the stances taken by bilateral agencies are inevitably perceived by some as a means of pursuing the interests of donor countries' own private sectors rather than those of the recipients. The way was thus opened for private sector participation in water utilities in cities in Latin America, Asia and Africa, making privatization a central concern of development policy during the 1990s.

At the Millennium Summit in September 2000, the states of the United Nations agreed on a set of Millennium Development Goals. One of the specific targets identified was to halve the proportion of people without sustainable access to safe drinking water by 2015. At the World Summit on Sustainable Development in 2002, another relevant target was set, namely, halving the proportion of people without access to basic sanitation by 2015.

III. PUBLIC VERSUS PRIVATE PROVISION: CONTINUING DEBATES

IN DEBATING WHETHER water and sanitation should be provided by the public sector, the private sector or through collaborative arrangements, numerous attempts have been made to argue that, given the innate characteristics of water and sanitation systems, one or the other form of provision is inherently superior. However, dwelling on the public–private dichotomy can divert attention from the important roles often played by civil society organizations, and lumps together very diverse actors and agencies in both the private sector (e.g. informal vendors and multinational corporations) and the public sector (e.g. public utilities, regulators, local authorities and national ministries).

In practice, shifting international opinions regarding the appropriate roles of the public and private sectors in water and sanitation provision respond to broad political trends far more closely than they respond to evidence emerging from experiences in the water and sanitation sector. This is unfortunate. Politically driven shifts in international opinion are a poor basis for addressing local water and sanitation problems. Nevertheless, the conceptual debates have thrown up a number of interesting issues. While they may not have come up with any clear guidance on the most appropriate roles for the public and private sectors, they have identified concerns that need to be addressed if water and sanitation provision is to be improved. The arguments mobilized for public sector provision (public goods, natural monopolies, human rights) and for private sector provision (economic goods, state failure) are presented and discussed below.

a. Public goods

A “public good” is defined as something that is:
* non-rivalrous – i.e. one person’s use does not deprive others from using it;
* non-excludable – i.e. if one person consumes, it is impossible to restrict others from consuming; and
* non-rejectable – i.e. individuals cannot abstain from consumption even if they wish to.


Private enterprises supplying market demands fail to provide these types of good because, once they are produced, they benefit the public at large and cannot be sold to or used up by individuals. It is often argued that since such goods will not be provided by the private sector, they must be subsidized and provided by the public sector.

Urban water, drainage and sanitation networks are not pure public goods, but they can provide important public benefits, including some public protection from infectious diseases. Such public benefits dominate in the cases of drainage and sanitation. When people dispose of their wastewater or human waste inappropriately, it is others who bear the burden and, once a drainage or sanitation system is in place, it is uneconomic to exclude people who are not willing to pay. Thus, some combination of regulation, subsidized provision or obligatory fees is likely to be necessary to achieve adequate provision. Water provision clearly provides private benefits to the receiving household, and it is technically possible to charge people for water on the basis of how much they choose to use. However, if people are unwilling or unable to purchase enough water (or good enough quality water) to protect their own health, and contract infectious diseases as a result, then the health of others is also put at risk. The public benefits of water provision only really become significant where the private benefits are insufficient to finance adequate provision. This is more likely to arise in low-income areas or when people are unaware of the private health benefits.

The case for public sector management is strengthened by evidence of important public benefits, but it can be very misleading to argue the case for more or less private sector involvement on the basis of abstract arguments about the extent to which water and sanitation provide these. The public benefits of having adequate water and sanitation provision can, at least in principle, be provided through a well-regulated private utility, while the private benefits can be provided by a well-regulated public utility. Moreover, when vested interests guide the assessment of public versus private benefits, it can be very difficult to ascertain their size, although this can be critical to the effectiveness of water and sanitation utilities, whether they are publicly or privately operated.

b. Natural monopolies

In comparison with firms operating in a competitive market, monopolists have an incentive to overprice and underproduce, thereby realizing “excess” profits (i.e. profits greater than the normal rate in competitive markets). In most circumstances, overpricing and underproduction go together, since it is by restricting production that the typical monopolist achieves higher prices. Natural monopolies can be said to exist if total costs are lower when a single enterprise produces the entire output for a given market than when any of two or more enterprises divide the production amongst them. The most common explanation for natural monopolies is increasing returns to scale, that is, the larger the producer, the lower its average costs. Economics suggests that natural monopolies will generally require some form of public regulation to prevent overpricing, and this has at times been used to justify public ownership and operation.

Piped water and sewerage networks approximate natural monopolies. Multiple networks competing for the same consumers will have higher infrastructure costs than a single network. A “natural” outcome of market competition would, therefore, be for one network owner to buy out its
competitors and become a monopolist. For some networked services, such as telecommunications, attempts have been made to “unbundle” the system and develop a regulatory system that promotes competition where feasible. For water and sewerage networks, however, unbundling has proved difficult, and competition is generally restricted to “competition for the market” rather than “competition within the market”.

The extent to which urban water and sanitation provision are natural monopolies should not be exaggerated, since even limited competition within an urban area can be an important means of preventing the abuse of monopoly powers. In particular, purposeful measures designed to create exclusive monopolies should not be confused with the existence of a natural monopoly. With a true natural monopoly, concession contracts would not have to grant exclusivity to the concession holder; it would emerge “naturally”. As early as the mid-nineteenth century, an alternative means of avoiding monopoly pricing, at least in principle, has been to have private operators competing for the right to supply a given market for a specified period and to award this right to the firm offering to sell this water at the lowest price.(14) As this example indicates, while natural monopolies are an issue, public ownership and operation is by no means the only response.

Moreover, while private monopolies raise a number of regulatory issues, so do public sector monopolies. Efficient and equitable regulation may involve different challenges when there is more private sector participation, but regulatory aspects merge with governance issues and are critical, however the urban water and sanitation system is managed.

c. Human rights

The privatization of water has generated much controversy, due to its quality as an essential human need. In such arguments, water and sanitation are often defined as goods to which people have a right, regardless of ability to pay.(15) The right of access to clean water and sanitation at an affordable price is acknowledged in the Dublin Principles, as well as in a number of other international statements in the water sector.

In international legislation, surprisingly, until recently the right to water was only specifically articulated in the Convention on the Rights of the Child. However, in 2002, the United Nations Committee on Economic, Cultural and Social Rights issued a General Comment declaring that water is not merely an economic commodity, and that access to water is a human right: “The human right to water entitles everyone to sufficient, affordable, physically accessible, safe and acceptable water for personal and domestic uses.” (16)

Countries that have ratified the United Nations International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights are now required to “...take the necessary steps towards the progressive achievement of the right of everyone to an adequate standard of living, including access to water and sanitation.”

Recognition that adequate water and sanitation are human rights does not in itself imply that the public sector must be the provider of these services and, indeed, the General Comment does not rule out a role for private enterprises. However, the final version of the statement, arising from a debate between representatives from public sector, private sector and independent institutions, omitted opinions on privatization because the members of the Committee agreed “not to politicize the issue”, although it is reported that they were unable to agree because some human rights
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representatives were strongly opposed to privatization.\(^{(17)}\)

The view that human rights are violated by privatization is often based on the assumption that privatization is accompanied by full cost-recovery through user fees, an interpretation that is consistent with the emphasis given to cost-recovery in many attempts to promote private sector participation, even if it does not coincide with the sort of subsidized privatization many private operators would favour. More generally, private sector operation of water and sanitation services on a profit-making basis is probably the most controversial and sensitive issue in the privatization debate. Many people find it ethically unacceptable for tariffs to be adjusted to cover the profits of private operators when, for part of the population, this interferes with their capacity to meet basic needs. Objections are heightened when the profits accrue to multinational corporations based in the wealthiest countries, while the prices are paid by people living in poor countries.\(^{(18)}\)

In effect, however, the key issues centre on how privatization is implemented, to what extent, and in what context. There is no inherent conceptual contradiction between private sector participation and the achievement of human rights, but contradictions will arise in particular circumstances. Only a critical examination of private sector participation can determine whether private sector participation is advancing or hindering the realization of a state’s obligations to the achievement of human rights. Since human rights have an international dimension, at least some of these obligations extend beyond the boundaries of the countries where there is inadequate access to water and sanitation to, for example, donors that are promoting private sector participation in recipient countries.

d. Economic goods

The Dublin Principles reinforced the re-conceptualization of water as an “economic good”, which can be loosely defined as a good that can command a price in a market.\(^{(19)}\) Considering water as an economic good to be managed by market forces is deemed to bring efficiency and highest value use. When the public sector provides scarce consumables for free (or at subsidized prices), people have an incentive to overuse them. However, the goods that most economists argue are efficiently supplied by private enterprises operating in a competitive market are not just scarce: their full costs of production are borne by the producer, and their full benefits accrue to the purchaser. Economics suggests that such goods should generally be priced at their “marginal cost”: the cost of providing an additional unit of the good, taking into account the opportunity cost of not providing it to another purchaser. This is also the price that economic theory indicates will result given a free and competitive market.

The claim that water is an economic good has been used to justify a shift from treating water as a public service to a good for which users should pay.\(^{(20)}\) This argument is often extended to support full cost-recovery of water and sanitation infrastructure and services from users, on the grounds that only then will provision be economically sustainable. Cost-recovery is deemed preferable on an individual basis; that is, households should pay the full costs of their water and sanitation provision (i.e. installation, consumption, and operation and maintenance). Subsidies – either from the state or through cross-subsidies between different types of consumer – are opposed because they distort the true cost of service provision.\(^{(21)}\)
Politically, however, this can be contentious, as many low-income users are unlikely to be able or willing to pay the full costs. Moreover, urban water and sanitation services are not ideal goods for private provision. Water is clearly prone to overuse. But the economics of water and sanitation pricing are by no means straightforward. Even for water, the “right” economic price is hard to define, estimate and charge, and requires meters, which are expensive and difficult to maintain if water pressure fluctuates. Moreover, as indicated earlier, cost-based pricing ignores the public benefits of water, sanitation and drainage.

In debating the appropriate role of the private and public sectors, recognizing water as an economic good can seem to support a strong private sector role. This is not strictly correct, and depends on how the term “economic good” – which is not widely used in economics – is interpreted. If “economic goods” are taken to mean the sort of goods idealized in economic theories of perfect markets, then the case for private provision of economic goods is strong. But urban water services are not economic goods in this sense any more than they are “pure” public goods (and in any case, water utilities rarely operate in a competitive market). Alternatively, if economic goods are simply taken to be goods that have an economic value, and to which economic principles apply, then this would also apply to public goods, and is largely irrelevant to the case for private provisioning.

In short, while economic issues are central to defining appropriate roles for the public and private sectors, these issues are merely confused by semantic debates over whether or not water is an economic good. Historically, many public water utilities have undoubtedly been under pressure to keep water prices low, even when this is leading to excessive water use among connected households (and, in some cases, removing a potentially important source of finance for expanding the water network to unconnected households). Commercial pressures can undoubtedly play a positive role in driving efficiency improvements. However, privately run utilities also respond to political pressures, and may have little incentive to improve efficiency (it depends on the nature of their contract and how it is regulated). Water provision raises a number of economic and governance issues that cannot simply be resolved by bringing in private operators, any more than they were resolved in the past by bringing in public operators.

Given the debate about whether or not water is an economic good and the case for private provision, one might expect the same arguments to be applied to sanitation. However, in the policy arena, sanitation is still often regarded as a service that is unsuitable for private provision:

“Sanitation is often a municipal function, and reforming service delivery is linked to a wider process of municipal reform [...] many governments decide to omit sanitation from private sector transactions because they feel the sub-sector is not suitable for such a reform.”

This presumably reflects the fact that while the private benefits from water are usually sufficient to create a considerable demand for water, the same cannot be said of sanitation. Users are less willing to pay for safe sanitation, yet its provision is highly desirable from a public health perspective.

Various attempts have been made to label as least some parts or types of sanitary facilities private, based on whether users can generally be expected to pay for safe facilities. On the one hand, in the case of on-plot sanitation, households are expected to pay for the infrastructure, although their acquisition of sanitation facilities confers benefits on wider society.
On the other hand, as noted above, sewerage networks are often treated as a public service that requires subsidization, even though they may provide some private benefits. This distinction is reinforced by an organizational difference: while it is comparatively difficult to organize centralized payments for and quality control of on-plot sanitation, this is comparatively easy for sewerage networks.

As indicated above, whether sanitation approximates a public or an economic good does not really determine the appropriate roles for the private and public sector. In practice, a wide range of interrelated factors come into play, including the public awareness of the benefits of good sanitation, the existence and acceptance of sanitary laws, the ability and willingness of different resident groups to pay for sanitation, the political power of those adversely affected by poor sanitation, the quality of local governance, the state of public finance, and the interests of private operators. Nevertheless, the evidence of public benefits is one reason why the provision of sanitation more often stays in public hands.

### e. State failure

The argument for private provision is also often linked to a broader claim that private enterprises are more efficient than public enterprises. In particular during the early 1990s, when privately run utilities were rare in low- and middle-income countries, it was simply assumed that the private sector would be more efficient, due to the commercial incentives that would encourage private operators to seek the highest possible efficiency in order to maximize commercial returns and reduce possible losses from inefficiency and non-paying customers.\(^{(24)}\) Proponents of this view claim that efficiency gains will benefit all service users and, in particular, the poor, who will be connected to the system as paying customers. However, this argument ignores the fact that not all private operators make profits from being efficient (e.g. they may be able to justify tariff increases on the basis of their inefficiencies, especially if the regulator is poorly informed), while some publicly operated utilities do face commercial incentives.

Furthermore, the position favouring private provision is also supported by the more specific observation that public water and sanitation utilities have failed to supply services of adequate quality and coverage: “Publicly run utilities in developing countries have been singularly unsuccessful in providing reliable water supply and sanitation”.\(^{(25)}\)

On the one hand, this failure is often attributed to a lack of government capacity which, when applied to utilities, leads to a “downward spiral” of weak performance and low payment levels for poor services. Despite large amounts of international aid and multilateral loans since the 1950s, public authorities concentrated on central urban areas, leaving peripheries and rural areas unserved.\(^{(26)}\) It is also argued that government-run utilities are often subject to political “interference” and/or corruption, especially at the local level.

On the other hand, the precarious state of public water and sewerage utilities is partly attributed to the public sector’s lack of funds and access to finance, which are necessary to carry out improvement and expansion of services. In many low- and middle-income countries, public sectors have been affected by indebtedness and other financial problems, at least since the 1980s. The public sector, especially local and municipal level government, often does not have access to sources of commercial finance, as it lacks such requisites as assets and creditworthiness.\(^{(27)}\)
above any inherent inefficiencies, so the argument goes, public sector financial crises result in badly managed public utilities.

The limited contribution that development assistance can make in the water and sanitation sector in the South is used as further justification for involving the private sector. The former UK Minister for International Development emphasized that available development assistance is nowhere near enough to meet the amount needed to improve water and sanitation provision in the South, and stressed that the gap in necessary finance could only be filled by the private sector.\(^{(28)}\) Unfortunately, the fact that public and development assistance resources will not finance the needed improvements does not imply that private finance will. Moreover, when privatization takes place under extreme financial pressures, this is not conducive to well-conceived and consultative processes of privatization.

All these factors are claimed to affect low-income groups most negatively, as it is always these groups that remain unserved. When low-income groups lack adequate water and sanitation provision, they often purchase water from informal vendors, paying per unit prices that are up to 100 times higher than piped water from the utility.\(^{(29)}\) Some argue that this shows that the ability of the poor to pay is often underestimated, and that they would be able and willing to pay prices charged by the private sector for a much higher quality service.\(^{(30)}\) In this account, the currently high levels of non-payment for existing public service provision by low-income groups are associated with the fact that the services are poor rather than that the prices are high. A number of willingness-to-pay studies lead to similar conclusions.\(^{(31)}\) In this debate, three points are worth noting. First, although the poor do pay high prices for water in some cases, these high prices are often either for small quantities that are only used for drinking, or only apply for short periods when water is particularly scarce. Second, many informal water and sanitation entrepreneurs provide a fairly efficient and reliable service in difficult circumstances.\(^{(32)}\) Third, high water payments can put pressure on already very low incomes, which does not imply that households are not suffering as a result.

IV. THE SCALE AND NATURE OF PRIVATE SECTOR PARTICIPATION IN THE WATER SECTOR IN THE SOUTH

DESPITE PREDICTIONS FROM some within the international development sector, private sector provision has achieved neither the scale nor the benefits anticipated. The amounts of private finance predicted have not been mobilized and, moreover, recent trends suggest that the rate of privatization is slowing in the South. This section reviews issues and trends within the water sector in Africa, Asia and Latin America, including provision to low-income groups.

a. Engaging the private sector

Once a government has made the decision to privatize, it instructs its team of legal, financial and technical consultants to develop the bid documents, prescribing how potential bidders should present their offers. Most contracts are now tendered through competitive bidding, in order to promote transparency. The bid documents need to be delicately balanced in order to satisfy
the needs of both the government and the users and present an attractive opportunity to the bidder. Due to time constraints, the bid documents usually focus on the core technical, financial and legal issues, with issues specifically related to provision in deprived areas treated secondarily, if at all. Interested private companies fulfilling the required criteria are shortlisted and invited to bid for the contract. The pre-qualifying operators’ teams start doing their own assessments of the utility and the local context. If they decide to proceed, they submit bids based on models and estimations of the current situation and expected targets. In line with the bid documents, bids rarely focus on improving services in low-income areas.

Once the private operator is in place, it carries out more detailed assessments of the infrastructure, and may well find that it had underestimated the quality and/or coverage. In such cases, they start to renegotiate relevant terms of the contract. However, companies may also submit bids with a view towards underbidding the competition, even if the financial viability of the bid is doubtful – a practice known as “dive-bidding”. Given the substantial costs to the private company of preparing a bid (US$3–5 million for a large concession), this is an attractive strategy as long as renegotiation is possible at an early stage. This may have been the case in the two concessions in Manila (the Philippines). Manila Water won a bid for East Manila with a tariff roughly half that of the nearest competitor, namely, 26 per cent of existing tariffs as opposed to a 57 per cent bid by Maynilad Water Services, which won the contract for West Manila.33 Manila Water’s tariff should have been flagged by the government’s consultants (hired from international institutions, including the International Finance Corporation) as unfeasible, and rejected on that basis. As things transpired, once in operation, neither company was able to provide the service for the tariff level it had quoted. Both set out to renegotiate at an early stage with the regulator and, despite initial resistance, tariff increases were approved, implying that the costs of dive-bidding were ultimately passed on to users.

Instead, with several companies now employing this strategy, some have started to collaborate on projects rather than compete. They do this by agreeing to submit a joint bid for a project, dividing the functions between them (according to expertise and ability), and bidding for the next contract in the same way. Companies are thus content to settle for an acceptable percentage of a project in the knowledge that they will also gain a similar share of the next contract.34 These are all sound financial strategies, but undermine the purpose of competitive bidding and are not necessarily in the best interests of customers.

Such strategies are far more likely to arise when the bidding process is poorly organized, that is, when the privatization process is being rushed, the government is unfamiliar with the sorts of contracts being negotiated, the public utility is poorly run, the companies are unfamiliar with local conditions, and local governance is weak – in short, the sort of conditions likely to hold where water and sanitation services are in greatest need of improvement. The difficulties involved in orchestrating a competitive bidding process also tend to overlook the need for consultation with local stakeholders and the inclusion of mechanisms to promote the interests of deprived groups.

b. Mobilizing finance and investment

Finance is usually the paramount consideration driving governments to
involve the private sector, even when undertaken by pro-private sector governments. The levels of annual investment needed for financing new water and sanitation infrastructure alone in low- and middle-income countries between 2002 and 2025 have been estimated at over US$ 13 billion for drinking water supply, US$ 17 billion for sanitation and US$ 70 billion for wastewater treatment.\(^{(35)}\) The contribution from international development finance represents just a fraction of the needed resources. Between 1996 and 2001, the flows of international aid and multilateral development finance to the water sector in low- and middle-income countries were US$ 3.3 billion and US$ 1.85 billion per year, respectively. Moreover, only a small share of these resources (about US$ 125 million) are allocated to countries with severe deficiencies in water and sanitation, and both sources have shown a general decline since the mid-1990s.\(^{(36)}\)

It is clear, therefore, that there is a huge gap in needed investments. Despite the expectations of some that the gap in funding will be filled by foreign private finance, it is difficult to see how this can meet the required investments. The notion that the private sector will provide extensive financing was refuted by the Chief Executive of Saur:

“[The false] belief that any business must be good business and that the private sector has unlimited funds […] The scale of the need far outreaches the financial and risk taking capacities of the private sector.”\(^{(37)}\)

Moreover, the level of private finance has been disappointing, even in projects involving private sector participation. The lack of private interest in investing in the water and sanitation sector in the South is reflected in the extent of privatization both in relation to other utility sectors and within the water sector itself. Private sector participation is concentrated in energy and telecommunications, while the water and sanitation sector has experienced comparatively little privatization, especially in lower-income countries.\(^{(38)}\) The water sector has been the least attractive to private investment, and the sums invested have been the smallest (representing only 5.4 per cent of all private commitments to infrastructure during the 1990s).\(^{(39)}\)

In the water and sanitation sector in low- and middle-income countries, international private investment and commercial bank lending have never been large and have also generally declined since their peak between 1996 and 1997.\(^{(40)}\) Table 2 shows the pattern of investment in water and sanitation infrastructure projects with private participation.\(^{(41)}\)

The investment figures in this and subsequent tables are not based on private investment (or private finance) alone, and should not be interpreted as additional to the investment that would have occurred in the absence of private sector participation. Indeed, given the importance often attributed to the risk taking capacities of the private sector has unlimited funds […] The scale of the need far outreaches the financial and risk taking capacities of the private sector.”\(^{(37)}\)

The majority of finance for investment in water and sewerage services in the cities of low- and middle-income countries therefore continues to come from the public sector (through local and national tax revenue), international development assistance (through grants and loans undertaken by governments) and users (through users’ own outlays and water bills).\(^{(43)}\)

User charges (through both consumption and/or connection charges) are the principal source of investment finance in some concession contracts, such as Aguas Argentinas in Buenos Aires. Such measures have been criticized because the costs of borrowing and/or investment are
passed on to users, contradicting the rationale of engaging the private sector to invest in the system and then make its return based on that investment. Additionally, the payment made by the private operator to the government at the start of a contract to take over the utility is not necessarily invested in the water sector and can be used however governments choose. It also implies that private operators recoup this expenditure from users through tariffs over the term of the contract.

Given the high levels of uncertainty in water and sewerage ventures, companies are anxious to protect themselves from financial risk. Companies (which usually have their own financial experts) will not commit themselves where they consider the risks to be too high to justify the expected returns. Companies employ four main strategies for avoiding and/or minimizing risk. First, multinational corporations form subsidiaries (usually consortia), partly to relieve the parent company of liability and partly because governments often insist on consortia involving local companies. Second, private operators may initially take on low-risk contracts in order to “test the water” and see whether it is feasible to undertake investment in the future. Third, companies can take insurance against different types of risk (such as currency risk or political risk), for example, from the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA), the World Bank’s insurance division. Fourth, when companies do accept some level of risk, they ensure that provisions are written into contracts, and insist on sovereign guarantees to assure these (although these are often not forthcoming as governments also want to assume as little risk as possible for finance and investment).

c. Trends in the water and sanitation sector

Prior to 1990, there were very few large private initiatives in water and sani-
tation infrastructure and services. Privatization accelerated sharply in 1990 and peaked in 1997, after which it started to decline. Following the Asian financial crisis, and crises in some Latin American economies, investors have been less confident about investing in these regions and the South in general. In the water sector specifically, lenders and operators alike have realized that the water and sewerage sector is both more complex and less profitable than originally anticipated. Experiences of failed contracts, although generally viewed as isolated events, have also made investors and water companies more cautious. There are also fewer projects available that are “bankable”. Many of the most attractive locations were either privatized during the 1990s or show few signs of preparing to privatize. While there are still many viable locations, especially for concessions, the early expectations of continuous rapid growth in private sector participation are being revised downwards.

The private sector has its own criteria regarding what it considers to be viable commercial opportunities, and these criteria have little to do with water and sanitation targets as defined in the international development community. Companies’ strategies must be consistent with the demands of their funders and market conditions. The most important aspect for private companies and their financial partners is the potential profit or rate of return. A key consideration is scale. Bankers and multinational water companies are looking for large-scale projects, with contract values of US$ 100 million upwards, in middle- to higher-income cities with at least 1 million inhabitants (for comparison, the usual water project size is between US$ 10–50 million). Ideally, these will be investment contracts (i.e. BOT-type or concession contracts), as these provide the highest returns. Smaller urban centres are unlikely to be attractive unless they are high-income areas, or if they can be bundled with other locations or simultaneously served with a number of utility services. Projects must also have acceptable levels of financial and political risk, and the attractiveness of the opportunity will also depend on location-specific factors, including the extent and state of existing infrastructure.

The selection of attractive locations by private operators is termed “cherry-picking”, and occurs at all scales: regions (those with large or growing economies), countries (those with larger economies and popula-
tions), cities (those with larger, denser and wealthier populations), and
neighbourhoods (those which are more affluent and preferably already
connected to utilities). This is not to say that companies will not engage
in poorer countries, cities or neighbourhoods; they will do so, at a price
and under conditions that justify the risks. “Cherry-picking” is reflected
in the strong regional and national concentrations of private sector partic-
ipation in the water and sewerage sector, as shown in Table 3. Among low-
and middle-income countries, the largest number of projects and the
greatest proportion of investments are concentrated in Latin America and
East Asia.

In the period 1990 to 1997, seven countries within Latin America and
East Asia – Argentina, the Philippines, Malaysia, Chile, Brazil, Mexico and
China – dominated in terms of total investment and number of projects
(Table 4). Generally speaking, the countries in which investment is
concentrated represent those with the largest economies and populations
and higher levels of urbanization. As outlined above, these all relate to
key attributes that make them attractive to the private sector.

There is only a weak relationship between number of projects and
amount of investment, principally because many projects carry no invest-
ment obligations. The private sector is only required to invest in BOT-
type, concession and joint venture projects, and not service, management,
affermage or lease contracts. Investment trends are reflected in the choice
and distribution of different types of contract, as illustrated in Table 5.
There is a predominance of concession contracts in Latin America and
Southeast Asia, several BOT-type contracts for water/wastewater treat-
ment plants in India, and lease and management contracts in sub-Saharan
Africa. With the exception of South Africa, there are almost no investment
contracts in sub-Saharan Africa. Therefore, in regions where non-invest-
ment contracts dominate, virtually all investment is still coming from the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4: Investment in water and sewerage projects in selected low- and middle-income countries, 1990–2001*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of projects</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* These figures come from the World Bank Private Participation in Infrastructure (PPI) database. Investment refers to total investment, not private investment alone. Also, many small projects are omitted.


50. See reference 47.
While water provision is comparatively straightforward and cost-effective, sewerage is both more complex and more expensive. User demand is also much higher for water than for sewerage. Therefore, water provision is inherently more attractive to private companies than sewerage provision, unless it is either subsidized or backed up by government regulations that require people to connect and pay specified fees. It is not uncommon for water to be privatized separately from sanitation and for sanitation to remain the responsibility of the public sector, as in Córdoba (Argentina). In some cases, this is because public sewerage systems are highly deficient, as in Jakarta (Indonesia) and Mozambique. Many management and lease contracts are water-only, whereas most of the large concessions comprise water supply and sewerage, usually at the behest of governments. A small number of sanitation-only contracts exist, as in Malaysia, but these are uncommon, unless they are BOT-type projects for wastewater/sewerage treatment plants.

In a number of cases, water and sanitation projects have been bundled to create larger projects of a scale or scope that are financially viable for the private operator. This can involve either multiple locations or multiple utilities. For instance, in Guinea, a contract was given for the capital, Conakry, and 16 other towns and contracts have been given for a national scale in several African countries (Burkina Faso, Chad, Ghana, the Gambia), and also Paraguay, Puerto Rico and Trinidad and Tobago. In the case of different utilities, water has only been bundled with electricity in several small countries in sub-Saharan Africa (Burundi, Cape Verde, Gabon, the Gambia, Guinea Bissau, Chad and Mali), and also Morocco, but very rarely elsewhere.\(^5\)

The water and sanitation sector, both worldwide and in the South, is dominated by a very small number of multinational water companies, namely Suez, Veolia, Thames and Saur. Together, these four companies control over 80 per cent of the privatized water and sewerage market and many water-related subsidiaries.\(^5\) Table 6 gives data on the main multinational companies active in the water and sewerage sector.

---

**Table 5:** Contract types for water and sewerage projects in low- and middle-income countries, 1990–2001*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Projects</th>
<th>Total investment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concession</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOT-type</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management/lease/affermage</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divestiture</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* These figures come from the World Bank Private Participation in Infrastructure (PPI) database. Investment refers to total investment, not private investment alone. Also, many small projects are omitted.

Local companies in low- and middle-income countries rarely have the capacity to compete except as minority partners in international consortia. In some cases, the local private sector is prevented from participating independently, as in Kathmandu (Nepal), presumably on the grounds that the government was seeking international finance and expertise. (53) This is a legitimate concern, as few local operators have the scale, resources and experience to manage a significant-sized utility. Many local operators do not have strong enough balance sheets to raise debt and equity finance, and/or local bond and equity markets are often too weak to attract the scale of investment needed. (54) This is reflected in the experience of Ribeirão Preto, a medium-sized city in Brazil, where the local company that won the original bid had an annual turnover that was far too small to secure the loans it needed to execute the contract.

This level of concentration in the industry internationally is a concern. Particularly in countries where the need for improving water provision is the greatest, national and local governments typically have far less experience in negotiating contracts and addressing regulatory issues than the companies with which they must negotiate. This imbalance makes it far more difficult to set in place effective regulatory structures.

d. Regional extent of privatization in Africa, Asia and Latin America

Sub-Saharan Africa (55)

The cities of sub-Saharan Africa typically have very large poor urban populations, most of whom rely on informal water and sanitation provision. Many cities also have small, dilapidated and underfunded public water and sewerage networks, such as Dar es Salaam’s water utility (DAWASA). In a context of debt and poverty, governments lack funds for improvements. Public sectors tend to be characterized by weak institutional (and thus regu-

### Table 6: Dominant private operators in the water and sewerage sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suez (France)</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veolia (France)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thames Water (Germany)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aguas de Barcelona (Spain)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saur International (France)†</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* These figures come from the World Bank Private Participation in Infrastructure (PPI) database. Investment refers to total investment, not private investment alone. Also, many small projects are omitted.

** These figures are based on figures from company annual reports.

† These figures are from 1997 – see Silva, Gisele, Nicola Tynan and Yesim Yilmaz (1998), “Private participation in the water and sanitation sector – recent trends”, Private Sector Viewpoint Note No 147, PPIAF, World Bank, Washington DC.

a Formerly known as Suez Lyonnaise des Eaux and Ondeo.
b Formerly known as Générale des Eaux and Vivendi.


55. Compiled from data provided by the Public Services International Research Unit, University of Greenwich; also Bayliss, Kate (2002), “Water privatization in SSA: progress, problems and policy implications”, Public Services International Research Unit, University of Greenwich, December; and Hall, David, Kate Bayliss and Emanuele Lobina (2002), “Water privatization in Africa”, Public Services International Research Unit, University of Greenwich, June, based on PSIRU data, unless otherwise indicated.
latory) capacity. Most countries have been under substantial donor pressure to privatize, in order to access loans or debt relief. For example, the privatization in Mozambique was connected to the WB/IMF debt relief for Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) initiative. In Tanzania, the World Bank has recommended improvements to DAWASA in order to attract a private sector operator, but is not willing to grant further financial assistance until one is in place. However, without financial assistance, the Tanzanian government is not in a position to provide the resources required to undertake the improvements that would attract a private operator.\(^{56}\)

Fourteen countries have adopted some form of privatization: Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Central African Republic, Chad, Côte d’Ivoire, Gabon, Guinea, Mali, Mozambique, Niger, Republic of Congo (Brazzaville), Senegal, South Africa and Uganda; and a further number are proposing it. Most contracts were set up in the late 1990s or early 2000s. Contracts are dominated by French multinational corporations, especially Saur. Francophone countries have implemented more private contracts, possibly due to their links with France and French multinational corporations. The precarious situations of many water utilities and public sectors in sub-Saharan African cities are reflected by the number of cases in which companies and governments have been unable to reach agreements in contract negotiations, such as Nairobi (Kenya) and Gweru (Zimbabwe), and processes of privatization encountering problems, as in Mozambique, or breaking down, as in Fort Beaufort (South Africa).

Sub-Saharan African countries have in general been unable to attract companies that are willing to invest in the region, as it is regarded as too risky. This is reflected by several factors. First, most contracts in the region are short-term, non-investment management and lease contracts. Second, contracts are being drawn up in US dollars to protect companies from local currency devaluation. Third, water utilities are commonly bundled with electricity in order to create more attractive commercial opportunities; in fact most such cases are in this region. Fourth, two multinational companies, Saur and Biwater, have stated that African countries do not represent attractive investments due to the very poor state of water utilities and because most consumers cannot afford tariffs that are high enough to generate adequate returns.

South Africa has a considerably higher per capita income than most other countries in sub-Saharan Africa, and does not reflect the same trends. It has more private sector contracts, and most of these are concessions. There has also been much greater and more successful opposition to water privatization, especially from unions and other civil society organizations. The government has responded with changes in policy, but it has also not taken loans from multilateral financial institutions, and has thus not been subject to the conditions they impose.

The most noteworthy policy response was the declaration of a lifeline of free water for all South Africans in October 2000. This followed a severe cholera epidemic that year in several provinces and cities, including Johannesburg, which was the worst in South Africa’s history. It was linked by many to government policies of full cost-recovery for water, and the ensuing lack of access to water of sufficient quantity and quality by the poor, including the residents of the district where cholera first appeared (who were too poor to pay the registration fee to join their local low-cost water scheme). The lifeline is deemed to reflect subsistence needs, and is set at 25 litres per person per day, and provided as 6,000 litres per household per month (regardless of income). This is being enforced despite
practical difficulties and opposition from multilateral financial institutions and private operators; for instance, the operator in Nelspruit initially argued that its contract did not include the provision of free water, and continued its policy of disconnection for non-paying households.

The Middle East and North Africa

Privatization in the Middle East and North Africa is limited in comparison with other regions, with privatization having been adopted only in Jordan, Morocco and Palestine from the late 1990s. Public utilities have been criticized by international agencies for using subsidies and not implementing full cost-recovery. There are a number of short-term management contracts in place and only three concessions, all in Morocco. Most greenfield projects are build-only, although there are several BOT contracts (e.g. desalination plants in Israel). The dominant companies are Suez and Veolia. Difficulties have arisen with awarding BOT contracts in Egypt and Oman, and there has been opposition to privatization in Egypt.

South Asia

Private sector participation in the water and sanitation sector in South Asia has been restricted to the sub-contracting of core services under service contracts, with a small number of BOT-type contracts, all in India (e.g. Tirupur), from 1992. There is, however, interest in the major urban centres, especially Chennai and Bangalore (India), Karachi (Pakistan) and Kathmandu (Nepal).

In the region, some privatization plans and processes have run into problems almost before they have started, indicating lack of confidence on the part of the international private sector in operating in South Asia. In India, a contract for Hyderabad was rejected by all bidders as economically unfeasible, and in Kathmandu the bidding process for a proposed ten-year lease was re-scheduled when two of the three shortlisted companies withdrew their bids. In other cases, the lack of confidence has arisen locally. In Pune (India), in 1998, the municipal corporation cancelled private construction and management contracts due to loss of political support; while in Karachi, local NGOs prevented plans for private sector participation in the water and sewerage board.

Southeast Asia and China

Southeast Asia and China has been one of the regions with the greatest concentration of private sector participation and investment in the water and sanitation sector, including in China (including Macao and Hong Kong), Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam, and with a greater concentration of contracts in the Philippines, Malaysia and China. Most contracts date from the mid- to late-1990s. China is experiencing rapidly growing private sector participation and is seen as a good market opportunity. The region has attracted a large number of BOT-type and concession contracts.

Attempts have been made to introduce competition by dividing cities into more than one zone, as in Jakarta and Manila which were both divided into two zones and contracts given to different operators. Both these projects have been criticized for lack of transparency and/or corruption in the bidding process. Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand have privatized water separately from sewerage in at least some instances.
Latin America and the Caribbean

Latin America has awarded more privatization contracts in the water and sanitation sector than any other region. Private sector contracts have been implemented in Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Honduras, Mexico, Puerto Rico, Uruguay and Venezuela, with several contracts in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia and Mexico. Contracts date from the early 1990s onwards. The extent of privatization in the region can be attributed to three main factors. First, Latin America has many cities with sufficiently large populations, and sufficiently large middle classes, to attract private operators. Second, the indebtedness, precarious public finances and poor conditions of many public water utilities provide the justification for change. Third, neoliberal policies have been adopted to a greater extent than in other regions, in part because of conditions imposed by international financial institutions. Most large concessions in Latin American cities have been financed at least in part by multilateral loans.

Latin America is characterized by a relatively large number of concessions. The market is dominated by Suez first and then Veolia, but with the participation of a wider range of international companies than in other regions. The local private sector also appears to be more consolidated than in other regions, either within consortia with multinational companies or, less commonly, independently (e.g. Latin Aguas, Argentina). Another particular feature is that the region has several innovative contractual arrangements, such as joint ventures and cooperatives. It also has some well-run public water utilities (e.g. Porto Alegre and São Paulo, Brazil, Cali, Colombia and the cooperative in Santa Cruz, Bolivia).

Latin America has also seen a number of initiatives to improve services for low-income groups through private sector participation (e.g. Buenos Aires, Argentina, La Paz, Bolivia, and Cartagena, Colombia). The La Paz concession was specifically designed to expand services to the poor and contains a number of innovative contractual obligations designed to achieve this. These include contract stipulations that all new connections must be in-house, defined quality parameters, low-cost technology (e.g. “condominial” sewerage), training and access to microcredit for installing connections, and a participatory approach that involves liaison with neighbourhood organizations and sanitary education.

A number of private contracts in Latin America have experienced problems. Argentina’s financial crisis of December 2001 had significant implications for the water concessions underway in the country. In the contracts, prices were indexed to the US dollar to protect the multinational companies against local currency devaluation. However, this became untenable when the Argentine peso devalued by about 70 per cent, and the situation remains unresolved.

Four large contracts in Latin America have been terminated prematurely: Buenos Aires Province and Tucumán (Argentina), Cochabamba (Bolivia), and Trinidad and Tobago. In all cases, governments terminated the operators’ contracts due to poor performance, and service provision has reverted to the public sector. The most notable privatization failure was the termination in 1999 of the concession in Cochabamba. Primarily motivated by tariff increases of up to 200 per cent, the imposition of an exclusivity clause on water resources, and the involvement of the World Bank and a multinational company, the situation provoked violent protests that resulted in the termination of the contract.
e. Private provision to low-income areas

Much attention has been paid to serving low-income groups under private sector operation of water and sanitation services. Much policy literature suggests that the private sector, through external funding, greater efficiency and customer service, will extend and improve services to low-income groups. According to this argument, unserved groups represent a large and untapped market for the private sector, as they are willing to pay for better services (household connections, more reliable and better quality supply). Practical experiences, however, provide little evidence to support either of these claims. Indeed, there is little evidence either that the private sector is interested in serving low-income groups, or that they are any better off under private provision.

A number of multinational water companies have asserted that low-income populations do not represent an attractive market because they are too poor to be profitable and represent too great a financial risk. The chief executive of Saur said that there was little scope for users in the South to be able to pay prices that represent the levels of investment needed, that the goal of connections for all users was “unrealistic”, and that public sector subsidies and soft loans were essential for meeting these needs. Representatives of Veolia stated that profits depend on “sufficient and assured revenues from the users of the service”, which are unlikely to include poor groups. Biwater’s general manager, referring to Zimbabwe, also claimed that: “From a social point of view these kinds of projects are viable but, unfortunately, from a private sector point of view they are not.”

Indeed, attempts by the private operator to serve low-income groups have seldom been successful from a commercial perspective. The La Paz concession, which was designed to be pro-poor, was operating at a loss only three years into the contract, principally due to a lack of demand for new connections and low domestic water consumption.

This represents, at base, an argument for subsidies. In practice, many accept that services for low-income users need to be subsidized, either directly through payments to the utility for providing the services or indirectly through welfare payments to the low-income users themselves. Water subsidies and cross-subsidies are commonly incorporated into water tariff structures, through rising block tariffs (lower tariff for the first designated volume), social or welfare tariffs (lower charges for low-income households, often at a flat rate), banded charges (lower tariffs for lower-income neighbourhoods) or lifeline tariffs (designated volume provided free of charge). Less commonly, direct means-tested subsidies are given to low-income households, as in Chile. Where regulators are responsible for pricing, they can decide how best to ensure access for low-income groups without compromising operators’ required returns. Where cross-subsidies are not feasible, some alternative means of financing the subsidies must be found.

Connection charges are also often unaffordable for low-income groups, especially if they are based on cost-recovery, in which case they are likely to be significantly higher where networks are being extended into unplanned and peripheral settlements. Connection charges also place the cost of network expansion on unserved households, while those which obtained connections before privatization usually paid nothing. Connection charges often need to be cross-subsidized with other users, as occurred in Buenos Aires. The charges for new connections (approximately US$ 400 for water and US$ 600 for sewerage) were unaffordable to...
lower-income households, and for this reason were completely restructured to a Universal Service and Environmental Improvement fee, applicable to all users, that represents the costs of extending the system and meeting environmental standards.\(^{(74)}\)

Moreover, evidence suggests that private operators are reluctant to extend services to low-income settlements. Often, the least profitable areas are excluded from the service area in the contract. In both Cartagena and La Paz, low-income settlements on the periphery were excluded as they were defined as being outside the cities’ limits, and sparsely populated rural areas were excluded from the renegotiated contract in Côte d’Ivoire.\(^{(75)}\) Operators may also exclude poor households that are within the contract area on the grounds that they do not have legal land tenure. This was the case in Córdoba and Buenos Aires city and province, despite the contracts stipulating almost universal coverage in the service areas.\(^{(76)}\)

An assessment of the Buenos Aires contracts and local land laws called into question the legal grounds on which untenured households were being excluded, noting that both the contracts and the laws contained clauses that could be taken to guarantee the rights of informal settlers to services.\(^{(77)}\)

In order to avoid or overcome such issues, some development agencies, and reports funded by them, argue that private sector participation must be made more “pro-poor”. Suggested proposals to help ensure this include consultation and participation throughout the privatization process; providing more information relating to conditions in low-income areas; giving more weight to pro-poor measures when drawing up tender documents and evaluating bids; addressing tenure problems in low-income areas; reducing connection costs (even if this requires higher unit rates); and building indicators of coverage (or lack of access, such as the price charged by vendors) into the contract, so that the operator’s profit depends on them.\(^{(78)}\)

In some cases, private operators are implementing specific measures to improve provision to unserved low-income areas. These are based on mechanisms that “make more of the poor profitable”, through voluntary labour, collective provision of materials, cross-subsidies, appropriate technology and alternative payment arrangements.\(^{(79)}\) Such cases are used to exemplify successful pro-poor approaches by private operators. However, such initiatives are not common practice, and most of the locations that follow are pilot projects within a multi-agency initiative (“Business Partners for Development”) to develop provision to low-income settlements through public–private–civil society partnerships.

Community provision of unpaid labour was used to reduce connection costs in Buenos Aires province and in La Paz, although in the latter case concerns have been raised about the amount of free labour required.\(^{(80)}\) Also in La Paz, low cost condominial sewerage and yard connections were provided for poor households; however, the narrow diameter pipes frequently become blocked and the shallowly laid pipes often resurface and break, leading to criticism that this infrastructure is “a poor quality solution for poor people”.\(^{(81)}\) Similarly, in South Africa, historical disparities between racial groups make it politically unacceptable to provide inferior services to low-income black communities. Therefore, opposition arose to the installation of standpipes in such areas, despite research that shows that the health benefits are greatest from yard or household connections, and also to a sanitation plan based on pit latrines for low-income areas of Johannesburg, despite inappropriate physical conditions and...
potential health risks. In at least two cases, Buenos Aires and Cartagena, private operators have sought innovative ways of providing formal connections to low-income residents, in part to address the problems posed by illegal connections. However, in these locations, operators have installed collective meters as opposed to individual connections, and have not resolved all of the payment issues. In South Africa, pre-payment cards were introduced for standpipes, which was a controversial measure as it secured payment to the operator without addressing affordability.

While it is encouraging that some private operators are using innovative measures to address the needs of lower-income users, there are few such projects. Moreover, some of the initiatives have been location specific and difficult to replicate. The experiences outlined above suggest that the private sector has little incentive to expand services to the poor, is rarely able to provide them with good services and is unlikely to play a major role in addressing water and sanitation deficiencies in poor settlements.

V. CONCLUSIONS

DESPITE ITS PROMINENCE in current and recent debates and policies within the water sector, only around 5 per cent of the world’s population is served by the private sector. The extent of privatization has been limited in Africa, Asia and Latin America, although experiences in these regions have been mixed, with outcomes greatly depending on local factors. Recent trends indicate that the rate of privatization has been slowing since the late 1990s, due to a combination of underestimation of risks, overestimation of profits and problems with contracts in some cases. Despite continuing encouragement and financial support from multilateral financial institutions, companies are now more careful about engaging in the water and sanitation sector in low- and even middle-income countries. Indeed, in a number of instances, private operators have withdrawn from projects or have had their contracts terminated.

The role of privatization in meeting the Millennium water and sanitation targets, and the global challenge of ensuring that people have adequate access to affordable water and sanitation services, is clearly limited, especially in those areas where water and sanitation provision is most deficient. The settlements most in need of improvements in water and sanitation provision tend to be those least attractive to private operators. Peri-urban and rural areas are almost always excluded from private contracts. This is reflected in the distinct regional, national and sectoral trends, which indicate that formal private sector participation is concentrated in wealthier, more populous and more urbanized regions, countries, cities and neighbourhoods, while low-income contexts are avoided.

It would be a serious mistake to assume that private sector participation will attract sufficient finance to play a major role in providing adequate water and sanitation to deprived neighbourhoods. Despite the forecasts of some actors in the international development arena, substantial private finance mobilized by the private sector has simply not materialized. The scale of attention to privatization in recent years somewhat obscures the fact that the majority of the population in the South continues to be served by the public sector or small-scale or informal providers, and also that the majority of the funding from the water sector – at least at present and in the foreseeable future – will continue to come from the public sector.
The polemic debate surrounding privatization has attracted much attention, but is something of a red herring. Many of the arguments mobilized to support the purported innate superiorities and/or benefits of the public or private sectors and/or provision are based on misconceptions. This is further complicated by the classification of very different types of institution under the labels of public or private, and the disregard of those that are not neatly classified as either. These aspects have, to a certain extent, helped to detract attention from problems that do not necessarily arise whether services are provided by the public or private sectors, and overlook important issues that are arising from the privatization process.

What is less obvious from the debates themselves, however, is that the promotion of privatization is not grounded in experiences from the water and sanitation sector itself. The timing of privatization has mirrored that in other infrastructure sectors, where the levels of investment have been far larger. The driving force has been international political changes and policy shifts in the international development arena, in particular those of international financial institutions from the late 1970s onwards. Despite failed experiences of private sector provision of water and sanitation services in the nineteenth century, such institutions have presented private provision as a new solution for failing public utilities and deficiencies in provision, without practical substantiation that such policies were effective. Similarly, the positions taken regarding privatization are also closely aligned with the underlying interests of some of the actors directly involved or affected, including the market expansion of multinational water companies and the jobs of public sector workers.

More generally, a number of issues addressed in this paper have relevance beyond the narrow question of whether or not increasing private sector participation is a good thing. Many of the problems that have been encountered with privatization can also arise with public utilities, while many of the strengths of private sector participation can also be achieved by reforming public sector utilities. Privatization has done little to address many of the most critical obstacles to improved provision, as these often have little to do with whether the water and sanitation networks are owned or operated by private companies. Barriers to provision, such as land tenure, still impede service provision in informal settlements, even when these are officially within the service area of the private operator. Private sector involvement does not eliminate, and can heighten, the politicization of water and sanitation provision as well as corruption; indeed, it can provide the basis for new forms of corruption.

Making privatization more pro-poor is based on the notion that privatization can benefit low-income groups as long as it includes mechanisms to facilitate access to private services. The measures proposed tend to focus on low-cost technology, flexible payment systems and participation. Such measures, while relevant to private as well as public utilities, do not address the more fundamental reasons for which poor groups in low-income countries lack access to basic water and sanitation services—including not just the economics but also the politics of service provision. The public–private divide also runs the risk of obscuring the important role of small-scale private providers, community-level organizations and non-governmental organizations, whose roles are particularly relevant in countries like Tanzania, where the public sector has been withdrawing...
from service provision but formal private sector participation has not been
introduced.\textsuperscript{84}

In the 1990s, proponents of privatization often considered rapid trans-
scriptions necessary, so as to avoid protracted periods of uncertainty and
institutional conflict, during which the opportunity to implement radical
reforms might be lost. Rapid transitions involving radical shifts in respon-
sibilities are inherently risky, however. There is little time for consultation
and stakeholder engagement. If radical reforms do not actually address
the underlying problems, they can make matters worse. More specifically,
if the failings of a public utility reflect governance problems, and these
problems are not addressed directly, they are likely to persist and under-
mine water and sanitation provision, regardless of whether more respon-
sibilities are given to the private sector. Similarly, where the public sector
lacks the will or capacity to provide urban water and sanitation it often
also lacks the will or capacity to regulate private provision effectively.

There is also a danger that the international promotion of private sector
participation, particularly when conditional on development assistance
finance, is undermining both democracy and the capacity of local polities
to resolve their own water and sanitation issues. While it may be a
problem when water and sanitation utilities are manipulated to serve
short-term political interests, it is also a problem when the regulation of
utilities (public or private) is not grounded in sound long-term political
agreements. Moreover, there is a serious imbalance of power when
indebted governments are negotiating with international financial insti-
tutions and multinational water companies. This imbalance not only
makes it difficult for the local government to negotiate a “fair deal”, but
effectively overrides local political processes. Whether or not the local
political processes are considered equitable or efficient, the decision to
circumvent these is not one that international agencies should take lightly,
as it may have negative repercussions well beyond the water and sanita-
tion sector. In any case, given the limited scale and the elusive benefits to
lower-income groups, there is no justification for the continued promo-
tion of private sector participation as a means of achieving the interna-
tional water and sanitation targets.
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Approaches to sustainable development in cities of the South have typically had a narrow environmental focus, not benefiting the majority. Similarly, the benefits of urban investment strategies have been concentrated in the hands of a minority. While decentralisation processes aim to promote effective and responsive urban governance, an absence of effective organising and financing frameworks impacts negatively on the lives of poor people.
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